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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone! It's nice to be here with you all.	My name is Fred Tangeman. I'm a proud employee of the Office of the General Assembly, and of the Presbyterian Historical Society—the PC(USA)'s national archives, located in Philadelphia. 	What you see on the screen right now is the front of the PHS building in Philadelphia, which is located 5 blocks from Independence Hall and the Liberty Bell. [CLICK]



www.history.pcusa.org
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What you see now is the homepage for the PHS website, which was redesigned two years ago and is still looking great, if you ask me.  I'm going to talk with you about the historical society, and the services PHS provides congregations, mid councils, and individual Presbyterians from around the country.But not yet.What I'm going to talk to you about first is something I'd like to vent about for a minute or two.  I've been thinking about this subject since I learned of this opportunity to be here with you today in Clearwater. This is a homecoming of sorts for me, as I grew up 90 minutes away, a little north of Orlando. Mostly in and around Sanford, on the shores of Lake Monroe. I've lived in Philadelphia for 9 years now, and in the last year or so my friends have been teasing me about a creature endemic to the Sunshine State.A creature, a being, that lives in Florida, but mostly often appears on the internet. His name is...FLORIDA MAN.



Floridamanthemovie.com
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(This is an actual image from an actual movie called Florida Man.) 



Popular History

Photo: Miami Herald
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Do you know about the internet meme: Florida Man?	It springs from the abundance of headlines beginning with the words"Florida man" that then go on to detail an action so ludicrous, outlandish, unfortunate, improbable, comic, and/or tragic that only one identifier can hold all of the action's antic essences together: the word "Florida." (That, and maybe the word"Man".) 	Dave Berry, the humorist who writes for the Miami Herald, recently published a book with a chapter devoted to"Florida Man." In it he shares some of his favorite headlines in recent years as featured on the Florida man twitter handle:
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	Florida man seen firing musket at cars while dressed as pirate.	Florida man seen trying to sell live shark in grocery store parking lot.	Florida man tries to rescue imaginary girlfriend from garbage truck.	Florida man slashes 88-year-old woman's tires for sitting in his favorite bingo seat....	You get the picture.



#Florida Man Phenomenon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Florida Man meme is so widespread, and so hilarious to Americans and probably all of the world's citizens that there was a recent Jeopardy category devoted to Florida man headlines.	SO why am I going on about Florida Man?	Because I am also a Florida Man. But also, mostly, because I very much want not to be.	Like I said, I was born in Central Florida.	I grew up swimming in springs and burning the bottoms of my feet on wide sandy beaches. 	When I die, it is my wish that my ashes be scattered in the St. Johns.	But I haven't lived in the Sunshine State in nearly a decade.	And so slowly, but over time, I have started to think of the place I come from in relation to those sometimes true, but always farcical, and rarely gracious, headlines about Florida and Floridians{CLICK]



The Reptile State

Photo: totaldrek.blogspot.com
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OR Florida wildlife weirdness (Like stories of invasive Burmese pythons wrestling alligators to the death) [CLICK]



Swampy Elections

via: fivethirtyeight.com
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Or elections were the campaigns are nearly as  twisted.	(Notice the serpentine shape of the "chances over time" graph from Nate Silver's 538.com. ) 	I bring all this up not to be a scold— in truth I've laughed at much of this weird Florida stuff— but only to say that sometimes it gets old.	Sometimes one wants badly to be reassured that the place you grew up in existed in the way you remembered it, and the way your family experienced it. Maybe it is a little more boring than the parking lots and bingo halls of Florida man, but it is far more important, being real. [ CLICK]



A Closer Look: Item-Based History
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For me, it turns out that finding evidence for that Florida is  quite easy. Even though I live in Philly.	All I have to do is go into the archives at work.What you see on the screen is a 1949 picture postcard from First Presbyterian Church in Sanford, Florida.This is the church I attended as a boy.The church where my grandfather's funeral service was conducted.The church where my aunt Sally was married. 	Before I came down here I used the CALVIN digital catalogue at PHS to locate this postcard in our collections, as well as the several items I am about to show you. 	When I saw the church, it was like I had traveled back to a place I knew well, but also to a version of it that existed before my time.



Church History
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At the Presbyterian Historical Society, we store over 30,000 feet of Presbyterian history, and most of it relates to churches across the nation. 	Our archives annex, where most of those unique items are stored, is an entire city block long.	The archives is about the same size as the Rhode Island state archives, which makes sense, as there are about as many people living in Rhode Island as there are members of the PC(USA).	PHS specialize in the storing of original records, church bulletins, personal papers, and correspondence  that relate to the lives of American Presbyterians going back to the earliest years of the 18th century.	In the case of FPC Sanford, FL, to use one example amid thousands of other churches, we have numerous items, including postcards like the one you just saw, and also a Directory [on screen] from 1917. This directory, I was amazed to find, lists not only the membership of my great-grandfather, who like his son and like me was named Fred. It shows his address to be the same one where my grandfather was born. 
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Another item I was amazed to find in the Sanford files at PHS was this bound set of devotionals, which the church published in 1958. [CLICK]



Family History
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The Friday prayer on screen was contributed by my grandmother,  grandfather, my mother, and her two sisters. 	I cannot tell you how affecting it was for me to see those names where I never expected them to be. It is one of the hidden powers of archives, to turn up things in places a researcher never expected to find them.  [CLICK]



Economic History
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Printed church bulletins like this one reveal all sorts of interesting information, including longstanding church traditions (World Mission Week) and financial shortfalls.	In 1964,  a shortfall of $1,000 was considered a "financial crisis"!  [CLICK]



Community History
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Scrapbooks like this one show from the First Presbyterian Church's Women of the Church scrapbook from the 1960s include community history about things like the first Presbyterian Church in Florida south of Palatka, 	and cut outs from local publications like the Sanford Herald, which here tells the story of the church's bell, which came from Sheffield, England in 1868 .	That article about the bell has added poignancy for me in light of the short video I'm about to show you. It will bring us from the past story of one small church into the present story of the denomination. [CLICK]



The Past is Present
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[Show Sentinel video]

https://youtu.be/p1DPnvDM0HQ


Click to add As the national archives of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), t 
Presbyterian Historical Society collects, preserves, and shares the story of the American 
Presbyterian experience with Presbyterians, the scholarly community, and the general 

public.

The PHS Mission

As the national archives of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), the 

Presbyterian Historical Society collects, 
preserves, and shares the story of the 

American Presbyterian experience with 
Presbyterians, the scholarly community, 

and the general public.
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FPC Sanford closed down in 2015, and its membership merged with that of Lake  Mary Presbyterian Church. It's ministry, as the pastor in the video said, lives on.	And yet because of PHS, and because of the officers of FPC Sanford who took the time to send their vital church history to PHS when it had a Southern annex in Montreat, North Carolina, the story of the church's engagement with the community and of its members and leadership is very much available for researchers and community historians.	The history of this church is housed next to the anniversary bulletins and property records and session minutes of thousands of other congregations puts its history into a kind of conversation with that of other churches. And for a connectional and Reformed Church like ours, those kind of conversations are terrifically important.	The items at PHS mean a lot to many groups of people. But they especially matter to people like myself whose families are represented in that history, people who visit PHS each day—in-person or on-line. The items also matter to the towns and cities that seek to  reconcile the events of the present with those of the past.	Trayvon Martin was shot and killed by George Zimmerman in Sanford in 2012.The records of the churches from Central Florida will help to show future generations of researchers and historians what the community response was to Trayvon's death, and how the faith community came together to serve the cause of social justice.	A verifiable, authentic history— showing times of celebration and times of tragedy— is an amazing gift that PHS gives to this denomination. It is also an amazing gift that the denomination gives to the world. 



PHS is your archives
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So …PHS is the national archives of the PCUSA, and has been since 1852). Our archives is so old it predates the modern archival profession. 	Where we used to collect mostly objects such as communion tokens or gavels, we now focus on paper- and digital-born records. 	We currently have more than 34,000 cubic feet of archival records, dating to the first Presbytery in 1706. Post-reunion in 1983, we became the final repository for PCUS national agency records. Including those of the PCUS Board of World Missions, and of Southern Presbyterian mission work in DR Congo, Mexico, and Korea.We bring in 700 cubic feet of records per year (and remove by records management 200 feet of temporary records every year). We field over 3000 remote reference requests every year and researchers put in 1000 hours of study into primary sources in our reading room every year – and even if all of those inquiries were from people publishing in scholarly journals, or from folks looking for where great-grandpa was buried, that would be good work. But very often we serve legal and administrative needs in real time: proving people were baptized, proving employment or education, helping to settle property disputes.
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It is your national archives because you make it so by sending us your history. 	The Book of Order adopted at the first General Assembly in 1789 included language about  the responsibility of clerks to preserve records. 



Polity on records

G-3.0107 Records

Each council shall keep a full and accurate record of its 
proceedings. Minutes and all other official records of councils 
are the property in perpetuity of said councils or their legal 
successors. When a council ceases to exist, its records shall 
become the property of the next higher council within whose 
bounds the lower council was prior to its cessation. The clerk 
of each council shall make recommendation to that body for 
the permanent safekeeping of the body’s records with the 
Presbyterian Historical Society or in a temperature and 
humidity controlled environment of a seminary of the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
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Per the current Book of Order, the records of congregations which cease to be councils of the PC(USA) belong to Presbytery, and also per the Book of Order, those records should be deposited with PHS. 	This is often something we work closely with Presbyteries on: to collect historic records of shuttered or dismissed churches.



Send us things
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So we ask mid councils and national agencies and congregations to send us things!Records of historic value document the decision-making processes of the institution, and the expression of those decisions in policy and action. Decision and mission. These include minutes, registers, publications, newsletters, reports and photographs. We will happily take on deposit the original records of active congregations, dismissed congregations, dissolved congregations and the original records of mid councils. �	What do you do with paper records which are no longer frequently referred to – session minutes, registers, deacons’ minutes, trustees’ minutes, records of women’s groups, historic photographs? Deposit them with PHS. Congregations can have them back for display or for writing a church history, with a letter from the clerk of session. Presbyteries can have records returned with a letters from the stated clerk. Simple requests, such as baptismal or marriage attestation, can be referred to us to answer. 



Session minutes
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Such as Session minutesClerks keep minutes of every meeting of session. Minutes are compiled into volumes and submitted to presbytery for approval. Minutes which are hand-written, typed or printed on acid-free paper, kept away from fire, light and water, will persist for between 500 and 1,000 years. (In case anybody’s wondering, the standard is  ASTM D 3290-00, "Standard Specification for Bond and Ledger Papers for Permanent Records", section 3.2.3.2 and Appendix X1.) You can put paper on the shelf and forget about it, and the information contained in it will persist. Paper also betrays evidence that it’s been modified: papers carries postscripts, annotations, white-out, markup. Paper carries evidence that it has been verified: stamps and signatures. Paper shows us innately how old something is, allowing us to tell the difference between historic information gathered in the present, and information about the past compiled in the present – the difference between firsthand and secondhand accounts.These are mid-century records from Virginia on the left and from Nebraska on the right.



Registers, Other Historic Documents
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Or registers. 	We also  offer digitization of records. We take in the original records, take steps to create an authentic, secure archival surrogate, and give all stakeholders access to PDF documents. We do this as a core service to the denomination, and only charge what it costs us to produce the images. We’ve produced archival surrogates for dozens of congregations since 2012, from Pennsylvania to Oregon.



Tampa Bay Presbytery Church Records
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Here's a recent shipment of boxes we received from David Baker and the Presbytery of Tampa Bay. 	It included registers, trustee minutes, and session minutes from inactive churches in the presbytery where we’re currently gathered. 	Florida being the place where these well-prepared and well-sorted records originated, we weren't surprised to see a palmetto bug had hidden inside one box.	The bug has been deaccessioned.



Mid council History
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We also store bulletins and minutes for mid councils at PHS. 	Here are two examples from Central Florida Presbytery, where FPC Sanford was a member church.	The newsletter on the left shows the presbytery using a group visit to EPCOT center to build bridges between people from different ethnicities.	On the right are Presbytery minutes showing some financial commitments the presbytery made to the new community of Celebration, a Disney residential town-center.



Other Services

• Genealogy Research
• Church Attestations
• Minister Biographical Sketches
• Digitizing Church Records
• Reference Assistance with General Questions

"refdesk@history.pcusa.org"
• Research Fellowships for Scholars
• Preservation Grants for Smaller Historic 

Churches

Presenter
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Besides the collection of records, personal papers, rare printed matter, and other items telling the American Presbyterian story, we have a range of other services, as well.	Our Genealogy Research Service is popular with family historians who can't visit us in Philadelphia. We will search minutes and session records on their behalf looking for the names and significant dates involving their ancestors.	We digitize records for churches and send back a digital copy to the congregation,so that they can use those in the church offices,or distribute sections of past records to members.	We administer two grant programs:one for up-and-coming scholars to conduct research in Philly,one to digitize the records of smaller historic churches in the PC(USA).



PHS Work in 2016

• "Pearl" Online Archives built: explore over 5,000 
documents, images, and media items on-line: 
"history.pcusa.org/pearl"

• 3,100 patrons helped on-line and in-house
• 145 responses to mid council inquiries
• 370 responses to congregational inquiries
• 350 inquiries related to the creation of a product 

(such as an article, book, dissertation, church history, 
or film)
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Some of our accomplishments so far in 2016….



Sharing Presbyterian History

• Monthly e-newsletter to 2,900 
subscribers

• Weekly blog content
• Daily social media sharing to 

2,000 followers
• Journal of Presbyterian 

History scholarly publication
• Online exhibits and other digital 

history
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A big part of what we do is the sharing of  Presbyterian history with Presbyterian and general audiences.	We have an e-newsletter that I'm sure some of you in this room receive each month.That enewsletter features blog content we generate each week.	[Read social media bullets down….]



History Blog
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Our blog posts document research being done at the Society, as well as stories from congregations, mid councils, and the national church that touch on the Church's history. 	Last year we ran a post documenting the work of the Synod of the Northeast, which after reviewing Presbytery minutes from the first years of the 20th century determined that Paul Robeson's father, a Presbyterian minister at Witherspoon PC in Princeton ,NJ, had been wrongfully dismissed from that church. As an act of reconciliation, the synod arranged to have the church's debts forgiven.	This is an amazing story that might not have come to light without the records having been preserved at PHS all these years. 



Timeline & Family Tree
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Here are two of our most popular items on our website:	A timeline of Presby history in America, and	A Family Tree of Presbyterianism in America since 1706, when the first Presbytery was founded.



Financial Support for PHS
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We receive most of our funding from the church's per capita allotment.	But for the past decade we have been doing more and more fundraising from individuals and groups.	The fundraising we do pays for special projects and PHS and non-dedicated staff. 	The resources brought in through PHS fundraising are a hugely important part of our future, especially with regards to the digital work we are doing. 



Individual Memberships
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In 2014 we launched an individual membership program.(Here's the individual membership page.) 	A person can join at levels$50 and up. 	Some benefits include the JPH, discounted PHS services,  free genealogy research, and engraved commemorative bricks.



Church Memberships
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Early this year we launched a group membership program. 	(Here's the group, or church, membership page.)  Churches and mid council bodies can join at levels of $50 per year and up.	Groups that join at the$150 level or up get a discounted rate on digitization of records, which can be a big savings.	AS A THANK YOU TO ALL OUR FRIENDS from mid councils in the audience, we would like to give out free Associate level memberships today.These memberships normally cost $50.	My PHS colleagues Takiyah and Quincina have slips for you to fill our. Simply do so, taking care to place the name of your presbytery or synod on the form, and we will start your membership in December.



Heritage Walk & Stated Clerk Square

t
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There are two other new ways we're raising funds I'd like to tell you about.	The first is our Heritage Walk program, where Presbyterians from across the country are dedicating bricks that are place in front of PHS (only 5 blocks from Independence Hall, where 12 Presbyterians signed the Declaration of Independence!)	The second is our very brand new Stated Clerk Square, where the names of the stated clerks from the PC(USA) and its predecessor denominations will be engraved.



Courtyard Work

Heritage Walk

Stated Clerk 
Square
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The picture on the left shows Heritage Walk, and some of the bricks placed there.	To the right is the new Stated Clerk square section.	Members of the Committee on the Office of the General Assembly have already donated funds to sponsor the bricks for the post-reunion clerks, including J.Herbert. (Others: Bill Thompson,  Jim Andrews, Cliff Kirkpatrick, and Gradye Parsons .)



History Connects Presbyterians
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So that is PHS.And the ways we can help you. And some ways you can support us.I would like to thank you for hearing this Florida-centric presentation and urge you to mention the work PHS, OGA, and the other agencies of the PC(USA) are doing for churches or mid council. 	Hopefully we can help to serve you in 2017.Nothing that Presbyterians do is done in a vacuum. Records are how Presbyterians express to one another what they’ve been doing. What’s done in Colorado is of interest to folks in New York. Congregations are justly proud of their history, but it’s not just their history. As a connectional church, records may be by a congregation but they’re for the denomination. Accessibility to records is something you can guarantee – by making good ones, and by depositing old ones with us.



Not Skunk Apes (probably)
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Sorry...there are no PHS services for Florida Skunk Apes. 	(The Florida version of Big Foot.) 



Florida Man: Fred Tangeman
ftangeman@history.pcusa.org

215-928-3895

Records Questions: David Staniunas
dstaniunas@history.pcusa.org

General Inquiries:
refdesk@history.pcusa.org

www.history.pcusa.org
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We are the Presbyterian Historical Society, organized in 1852 as the national archives of the PCUSA (Old School); we have more than 34,000 cubic feet of archival records, dating to the first Presbytery in 1706. Post-reunion in 1983, we became the final repository for PCUS national agency records. Including those of the PCUS Board of World Missions, and of Southern Presbyterian mission work in DR Congo, Mexico, and Korea.
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